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ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION OF 2014 COMPETITION TARGETS
Dear Member
Due to the Post Office not operating as it should, Exco has taken a decision that participants in
the 2014 National Competition may submit their targets in scanned format or may fax said targets
for ratification.
SCANNED / FAXED TARGETS
Targets must please be scanned or faxed with a coloured page as background - green, yellow,
orange or red as a background works fine.
Please ascertain that there is an additional confirmation of you having shot at the range on said
date. Either by submitting a range receipt, or a phone-photo of the range register, or an additional
signature on the target (or each target) with the words - I confirm that participant shot this target
on the date and at the range indicated at the top of this target - written by the person who signs
the statement (with date). The person who thus confirms your target(s) may either be the same
person who signs off on the targets or someone else who is at the range with you.
The pre-condition is that you must keep original targets with you for in case we need them for
one or other reason - we shall in such an instance be in contact with you via telephone or per Email.
Fax targets to 0865-113-555
E-mail scanned targets to endorse@natshoot.co.za

ENTERING SCORES
Please be a little patient before sending in targets to the office. We are nearly, nearly, there with
the interactive functions of the website. You will then be able to log the scores of your own
targets at you personal page on the website.
You will be notified when you can start reading in your own scores on your personal page on the
website (shortly). That will make the workload much better for us at the office (please help here)
Kind regards
Herman Els
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